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Abstract

In this paper, we consider Hermitian harmonic maps from Hermitian manifolds into convex

balls. We prove that there exist no non-trivial Hermitian harmonic maps from closed Hermitian

manifolds into convex balls, and we use the heat flow method to solve the Dirichlet problem

for Hermitian haxmonic maps when the domain is compact Hermitian manifold with non-empty

boundary. The case where the domain manifold is complete(noncompact) is also studied.
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I Introduction

Let (M, h) be a Hermitian manifold with Hermitian metric (h,,,�), and let N, g) be a Rie-

mannian manifold with metric gij) and Christoffel symbols r�k A Hermitian harmonic map

u : M -- N satisfies the following elliptic system

02Ui Ct auj'quk
hc'� +h �r� . =az-M ?k 0zct a13 0.

This system is more appropriate to Hermitian geometry than the harmonic map system since it is

compatible with the holomorphic structure of the domain manifold in the sense that holoniorphic

maps are Hermitian harmonic maps when target manifolds are Kiffiler. Since (1.1) does not have

a divergence structure nor a variational structure, it is analytically more difficult than harmonic

system. It was firstly studied by Jost and Yau in 6 and was applied to study the rigidity of

compact Hermitian manifolds. In 6], Jost ad Yau consider the existence problems of Hermitian

harmonic maps under the assumption that the target manifold N is nonpositively curved. And

Chen also studied the situation that the target manifold has noriempty boundary in [1]. In this

paper, we consider the case where target manifolds axe convex balls.

Let N be a complete Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature bounded above by a

positive constant k, and BR(O) be a geodesic ball of radius R with center at fixed point E N.

If R < and BR(O) lies in the cut locus of 0- then the geodesic ball BR(O) will be calledF,7k
by a convex ball.

Now let us fix some notation. Assume that N is a Riemannian manifold. On N we always

choose the Levi-Civita connection which is compatible with the Riemannian structure. On M

now we choose the connection such that it is compatible with the holomorphic structure on

M and torsion free. We denote the standard Beltrami-Laplacian by A and the Laplacian of the

holornorphic torsion free connection by L respectively. Then one can define Vdu(X, Y by

Vdu(X, Y = Vydu(X - du(tXY)

for any smooth map u from M to N. The torsion free assumption makes the above defined

Vdu(-, -) symmetric. And it is natural to define the tension fields of the map u as

+ ri au! a
0'(U = U) 9 = h3Vdu(- , h jk_ � ) (1.2)

� 7 azcl a)9 aZC1aZ'3 azC1 aza ai

If u is a function on M, then

- a2u

Zlu hc'13 az-az� (1.3)

ZIU - -Au =< V, Vu > (1.4)
2
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where V is a well-defined vector field on M and is the Levi-Civita connection on M.

After giving some preliminaries in section 2 we will discuss the case where domain manifolds

are compact. Firstly, we prove that there exist no non-trivial Hermitian harmonic map from

closed Hermitian manifold into convex ball. In fact, we obtain the following theorem:

Theorem 11 Let M be a closed (compact, without boundary)Hermitian manifold, and N be

a complete Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature bounded above by a positive constant

k. Let u : M --+ N be a Hermitian harmonic map, and the image u(M) c BR 0). If R < 
2,7k

and BR(O) lies in the cut locus of 0; then u must be a constant map.

Secondly, we consider the case that domain manifold has non-empty smooth boundary We

use the heat flow method to prove the solubility of the Dirichlet problem for Hermitian harmonic

maps. We obtain:

Theorem 12 Let M be a compact Hermitian manifold with non-empty smooth boundary

49M, and N be a complete Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature bounded above by a

positive constant k. Let M -* N be a smooth map, and the image O(M) C BR(O) If
arccos

R < /k and BR(O) lies in the cut locus of 0; then there must exist a unique Hermitian

harmonic map u. such that ula = 18M.

arccos 211
Remark: We hope that the condition R < 5 can be weakened by R < but for

vIk 2N7k

technical reasons, in this paper we can only solve the Dirichlet problem for Hermitian harmonic

map under this stronger condition.

As similar to harmonic maps, in section 4 we consider Hermitian harmonic maps from com-

plete Hermitian manifolds into convex balls. The existence of Hermitian harmonic maps from

complete Hermitian manifolds into Riemannian manifolds with non-positive curvature had been

investigated by Lei Ni [8], Grunau and Kiihnel 3 In 3 Grunau and Kiihnel introduced an

invertibility condition on the holomorphic Laplace operator between suitable chosen function

spaces. In fact, their proof shows that the solubility of the Poisson equation with respect to the

holornorphic Laplace operator ensures the existence of Hermitian harmonic maps. Inspired by

this, we will impose some conditions which are similar to those in 31, and we prove the existence

of Hermitian harmonic maps from complete Hermitian manifolds satisfying these conditions into

convex balls by using theorem 12 and the compact exhaustion method.
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2 Preliminary Results

We wl solve (1.1) using the method of heat flow. Let u : M x R + N. We consider the

following parabolic system:

hc'O 02ui + hkj�k yaiua- auh = W48z"OZO
U(Z' 0 = ) for z E M (2.1)
U(Z' = ) for z E OM, < t < o

where is a smooth map from M to N such that O(M) is contained in the convex ball BR 0) By

linearizing and using results about neax parabolic systems and the implicit function theorem,

it follows in a standaxd manner that 2.1) has the short time existence.

In the following computation we need a Hessian comparison theorem by 4:

on the product N N we introduce the Riemannian metric

< Xi (D X2, Y E Y >=< XI, Y1 > < X2, Y >

for Xi, Yi E TVjN, y E N, i = 1, 2.

The distance function on N,

p N x N - R

is of class C2 on BR(O) x BR(O) outside the diagonal. So we have:

Lemma 21([4] [5]) Vy = yi, y2) E BR 0) x BR 0), V E Ty (N x N),

Q = 1 - COS(VrkP(Y1, Y2)))/k : BR(O) X BR(O) --+ R.

Then the Hessian of Q admits the following estimates:

V2Q(V, V) > IV12 Y1 �- Y2
'VQ 2 IV12U 'V>':' - kQ(y) Y1 Y2--- TQTT-

and
V2Q(V V) > ( - kQ(y))IU12

if V has the special form U ED or U.

Multiplying the metric tensor by a suitable constant we may assume the upper bound of

the sectional curvature of N to be throughout the rest part of this paper. We set f (x, t =

Q(u(x, t), 0) and e(u = hO Ou ei. At first, we will prove that the image of the solution ofgii T;iF 5-'O

(2.1) contained in the convex ball BR(O) (R < ) under the flow such that we can use Lemma2

2.1 for any time t. We have:

Lemma 22 Assume u(z, t) is a solution of 2. 1), then p(u(z, t), 0 < R for any (z, t) E

MxR.
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Proof. Suppose not, so we can assume that at some point (zo, to) E M x R, p(u(zo, to), 0)

is equal to R for the first time, so we have:

a f I(zoto) :�' ? f 60'to = Af 60'to < 0.5i
On the other hand, from 2.1) and Lemma 21, we compute at (Zo, to)

- a - au 19U
( - -)f = h'V2Q(5;,, ED 0, � (D ) e(u) cos R > . (2.2)

at 19ZI6

So we have the contradiction. 

Next we will give estimates for jUtI2 = 19u12 = gj49u'o9uj and e(u). By the assumption ofW WW
the curvature, using the formulas 4), 7) in 6], we have

- 8
(' _ _)IUtl2 > VUtI2 - 2lutl2e(u) (2.3)

at -

(Z' - 49 )e(u) IV2UI2 - 2e(u)(e(u) + c) (2.4)
at 2

where c is a positive constant depending on the upper bound of both first and second derivatives

of domain metric.

Let b = - cos Ro, < R < Ro < Hence (b - f is a positive bounded function. By 2.3)2

we can obtain

IUt 12 f)2(Z�
= � � [(b - -)IUtl2 + 2ut 1 2(b - f)

at (b - f2 (b - f)4 at

- a f < V jt 12, Vf > 12 Vf 121-(i� - -)f + 2(b - +31ut

�4 [(I VUt 12 - 2ut 12e(u))(b _ f2 + 2(1 - f)e(u) jUtI2 (b - f)
> f)

+2(b - f < jUtj2' Vf > +31utl2lVf 12]

So we get

a lut 12 > [IVUtl2 (b - f)2 + 2(1 - b)(b - f)e(u jut i2
at (b - f)2 - (b - f)4

+2(b - f) < lUtl2,Vf > +31ut 12IVf 12] (2.5)

and

VIUtI = b - f)2V lutI2 _ 2 1 IUtj2Vf (2.6)
(b - f)2 b - f

By Schwarz inequality and 2.6) we have

a lutI2 Iuti2
at) (b - f)2 > b - f < (b - f)2 ,V > (2.7)
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from the maximum principle, I ut I is uniformly bounded.

Similarly we also have

a e(u) + c <,e(u)+C,
ZI - � > - V > (2.8)

&(b-f)2 - b-f (b - f)2

where c is the same constant in 2.4).

To get global C estimate, from the formula 2.8), we know that it is sufficient to prove the

boundary C1 estimate. Firstly we need the following:

Lemma 23([61) There exist go > and R > with the following property:

If u is a solution of 2. 1) for < t < T and if for some to, < to T, u (B xo, R), to) C

B,5(p), xo E M, B(xo, R) C M, < < Jo, for some R, < R < Rp E N, (B(q, r) = q'E M:

d(q, q)), then

lvu(xoto)l < r, (V denotes the spatial gradient)
R

where Jo, Ro and c depend on the geometry of M and N and on sup I ut (x, to)
B(xoR)

Lemma 24 Let u be a solution of 2. 1) for < t < T, and the radius of convex ball R < 4

Then there exits < to < T s.t.

IVul(zt) c (V denotes the spatial gradient)

for z E aM, 0 < to t < T, where c is independent of t.

Proof Lemma 23 has given interior gradient bound, and it consequently suffices to show

if d(zi, zo) r, z1 E M, d(Z2, ZO) r, we have

P(U(Zl, t), U(Z2, t)) c1r (2.9)

for some constant cl independent of t.

By Lemma 21 we know for any ZI, Z2 E M, uzl, t), u(z2, t) can be joined by a unique

geodesic arc. We continue the geodesic arc from U(Z2, O to uzl, t) beyond uzl, t) until we

reach a distance from u(zi, t) such that the corresponding point denoted by q is contained in

Ba (0). We consider L(z, t = - cosp(u(z, t), q). Then by the choice of q, we have
4

(A )L(z, t) 0 (2.10)

We then solve the following linear parabolic problem:

H:MxR--+R
(A - aH(z, t = (2.11)
H(z, 0 = L(z, 0) for z E M
H(z, t = L(z, t) for z E aM, < t < oo

6



since L has smooth boundary values, so does H.

The maximum principle implies

L(zt)<H(zt) for t>OzEM (2.12)

Now by 2.11) and 2-12)

P(U(Zl, t), U(Z2, t)) = P(U(Z2, t), q - p(u(zl, t), q) by the choice of q

< I (L(Z2, t - L(zi, t))- sinr

< I (H(Z2, t - H(zj, t)) (2.13)- sin r

since zi E M. Rom the theory of linear parabolic equations, the solution of 2.11) has a

boundary Lipschitz bound. So we get 2.9). 

Using 2.8) together with Lemma 24, we know e(u) is also uniformly bounded, so we obtain

the long time existence of the solution of the equation 2.1).

Let ul (x, t) and U2 (X, t) are two sequences of maps from M into the convex ball BR(O)

Let

(Z' ) Q (U 1 (Z, t), U2 (, t))

A (Z' ) Q (ui, 0)
2 (2.14)

W(Z70 EW(fi(Z7t))-
i=1

Using lemma 2 , one caja check that when ul (z, t) U2 (Z, t),

19 2 2 11U2
��dv) > - e(ui) + dQ ((o,(ul - "U1 ) E) 0'(U2) (2.15)

at

when ul (z, t) U2 (Z, 0,

2 Oul 49U2
e(ui) + dQ((o,(ul - (2.16)

and,

1 12 WI (f,) (1>E(-W"(fi)1Vfi - fe(ui)
i= 2 (2.17)

+WI (fi) dQ ((o, (uj - �) (D 0)).

Assume that ul(Z't) and U2(Zt) both satisfy 2.1), and set function w(s) -ln(l - s)

in 2.14). By formulas 2.15), 2.16), 2.17), and the fact w = W2' one can check that when
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UI (Z, t) U2 (Z, 0,

a a 8 W < V, V > 01VV12e_�O(A 3j)elo (A- N)V) + O(A - t 2

2 1 2
Ivo e(ui) + _,OEL,;"IVf,12

4,k 2

2 IOIVV12
w'(1 - fi)e(ui)+ < V, VV > _

2
2 (2.18)

> Ivo Io L,)"IVO 12 I < VW, V >
4,k 2 2

+ e- < , V (&O >
2

2 IV)IVVI2 + 1> VEW"IV,0,12 _ _ -e- < VW, V(ePO >
2 i=1 4 2

> 1 e-( < V, V(ewik >
2

When ul (z, t) U2(Z, t), we have V,0 = O. So,

a 2e-'P e�oik e (ui) 0. (2.19)

From(2.18) and 219), the maximum principle implies the uniqueness of the solution of the
equation 2.1). Sowe already have:

Proposition 25 If O(M) C BR(O),R< T and BR(O) lies in the cut locus of 0, then the4

evolution equation 2. 1) has a unique solution which exits for < t < o.

3 Hermitian harmonic maps from compact manifolds into con-
vex balls

Firstly, we consider Hermitian haxmonic map from a closed manifold(compact without bound-
axy) to convex ball BR(O).

ProofofTheoreml.l: Letu:M--+NisaHerrriitianharmonicmap,thatis,usatisfies
(1.1), and u(M) C: BR(O), R < . Putting f (z = Q(u(z), 0), we have2

Af (z) �! e(u) cos, p(u(z), 0) 0 (3.1)

Since M is closed, the function f (z) must be constantly, hence p(u(z), 0) is a constant. We
conclude that u(M) C SO), where O) denotes a geodesic sphere of radius with center
at 0. And there must be a point zo E M such that u(zo) E SO). We join u(zo) with by
a geodesic arc. On this geodesic arc, we can choose a point O' which different with such
that we can find another geodesic ball (O') satisfying O) C B,,(O' CBR(O)- Setting
F'(z, t = - cos p(u(z), 0% we also have ZiF'(z, t) 0. Using the maximum principle again,

8



we have p(u(z), 01) = r - pO, O' = r", for any z E M, i.e. u(M) S O'). But it is easy to

see that there only one point in so) n s,, (a), so um = uzo) o

Proof of Theorem 12: First of all, we will show that if O(M) C BR(O),

a ) lutI2 > (3.2)
at (b - f)2 -

where R = arccos 2f < , Ro = arccos v, and b = - cos RO. In fact, from 2.5) we have5 4 5

a lut 12 1 I Vf 12
-) > � �J[jVutj(b - f - 2ut
at (b - f2 - (b - f)4

+2(1 - b)(b - fjUtj2e(u - Utj2jVf 121

2 b 1f)4 lUtl2e(u)[cos Ro(cosp - cosRo - in2 PI (3.3)

To get 3.2), it suffices to prove that cos Ro(cos p(u, 0 - cos Ro - in2 p(u, 0) 0, i.e.

5 1
Cos P(u, 0) > - 082 + 1 cos RO (3.4)

V4 2

And it is easy to see that when Ro = arccos v, the right side of 3.4) reaches its minimum5
2,�5. Therefore we have proved 3.2), when p(u(z), 0) R = arccos 2vf55 5

Now, we solve the following Dirichlet problem on M([9), Ch5. proposition 1.8):

't�V(Z) lud2 It=0

7-77 (3.5)
V(Z)Jam 0

ft 'u"2 (z, s)ds - v(z), By 3.2), we can see that
Setting w(z, t) 0 T- 77

)W(Z, t) > 0
W(Z' t jam = (3.6)
W(Z' 0 = -V(Z) z E M

Again by maximum principle we have

t jUtJ2
� � < sup 1V(z) < 0 (3.7)

fo (b - f)2 - EM

au
Hence we conclude that there exists a sequence Itij such that lim t lim = 0. Then,4�00 4�0 at
the standard elliptic regularity implies that there exists a subsequence u(zti) converge to a

Hermitian harmonic map as i goes to oo.

Assume that ul (z) and U2 (z) both are Hermitian harmonic maps satisfying the same bound-

ary condition. Similar as 2.18) and 2.19), it is easy to obtain

1
e-wZewV > e-� < VW, V(&7k > (3.8)

2



or when U1(Z) = U2(Z)

e-�'A&V) 0, (3.9)

where -0, �p is defined in 2.14). Then the maximum principle implies the uniqueness of Hermitian

harmonic map. 

4 Hermitian harmonic maps from complete manifolds into con-
vex balls

In this section, we consider the existence of the Hermitian harmonic maps from some complete

Hermitian manifolds into convex balls. Here the complete means complete, noncompact, and

without boundary. We will use the solubility of Dirichlet problem which we have obtained in the

above section and the compact exhaustion method to prove the existence of Hermitian harmonic

map.

Next, we impose two invertibility assumptions on the holomorphic Laplace operator between

suitably chosen function spaces.

Assumption 1: There exist positive numbers p,,u > such that for every nonnegative

function E) E C(M), there exists a nonnegative solution v E C,(M ofIU A

ZV e. (4.1)

Assumption 2 There exist positive numbers pp > such that for every nonnegative

function f E LP(M) n CI(M), there exists a nonnegative solution u E LP'(M) n CO(M of

Zv = -E)

where CO(M) denote the space of continuous functions v which satisfy that there exists xo E M
JA

and a constant C(v) such that v(x I C(v)(1 + dist(x, xo))-/'.

Theorem 41. Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, N be a complete Riemannian

manifold with sectional curvature bounded above by a positive constant 1, and : M -- N be

a smooth map such that the image O(M) C BR(O). Here R < arccos 2V/5 and BR(O) lies in5

the cut locus of 0. If the assumption is satisfied with positive numbers > Y > 0, and

o,(O E CO(M), then then there exists a unique Hermitian harmonic map uM --+ N such that u

is homotopic to and ( - os(p(u, 0))) E C', (M), where p is the distant function on N.

If the assumption 2 is satisfied with positive numbers p, > p > 0, and c(O) E LP(M),

then here exists a Hermitian harmonic map u.M -- N such that u is homotopic to and

(1 - cos(p(u, 0))) E LP'(M).

10



Proof. Let {Q,,j be an exhausting sequence of compact subsets of M, i.e. they satisfy
00

Q, 11,+1 U = M. By Theorem 12 we have u .. } which solve the Dirichlet problem
C1=1

0 (4.2)
uclan = 

By lemma 22, we know the maps u which we constructed must satisfy u(Q" C BR(O).

As above, we denote = Q (u,,,, 0), R = axccos and b = - cos Ro. By similar5

computation which we have done in section 2 and formula 2.4), it is not hard to see that

\ > 12e(u.)2(b - f.)(1 - b - 2e(U",)2 sin2 pU"" 0) - 2c '(U.)
2e(u.y2 T .7 e(U.) T7 .7
V-f-.)4 (COS2 p(u., 0) + cos p(u., 0) cos Ro - cos2 R _ 1 - 2c(b-f,�21

where c is the same constant in 2.4). Since C BR(O), it is easily to check that

Cos2p(u., 0) + cos p(u., 0) cos Ro - cos 2R _ > .

So, we have

- e(u .. c e (U,)
4'_� > 2 (4.3)

(b - f2 (b - f)2

on Using Moser iteration(see 2 or 7 one can easily check that the mean-value type

inequality also holds here for e(u,,)

sup e(u,,) cjje(ua)11Lq(B(zor) (4.4)
xEB(zoz)2

for any q > , and sufficiently large a such that B(zo, 2r) C Q and cl is a constant independent

of a. Therefore we can reduce the point-wise estimate of e(u") to an integral estimate of e(u"').

In the following, we will discuss like that in 8] to estimate the integral of e(u,,) over geodesic

ball B(zor). Let G(xy) be the positive Green function on Bzo,2r) C 0, satisfying the

Dirichlet boundary condition. And is a cut-off function supported in B(zo, 2r) with = in

B (zo, r). Then we have

fa(xo) JB.0 (2r) G(x, y) A (Of,,,)

By the Schwartz inequality we can write

A (wf,) = OAf, 2 < Vf,, VO > fAO

= OZJ - < V, Vf > 2 < Vf,, VO > fAO

= Oe(u,,,)cosp- OIIVIIV2eu.)sinp - 2jVOj�2_eu.)sinp+ fc,,!�,O

1 IIVI120 .n2 p IV012
> Oe(u,,,) cos p - 2!!a�E 8'1' - + f""nx (4.5)

2 Cos P Cos P 0



So we have

1 2PIIVI120
f. (XO) - G(x, yOe(u,,,) cos p + )(2sln

2 B.0 2-) B., (2r) Cos 

+8 sin2 P IVO12

Cos P 0

Using the fact f is uniformly bounded, we can get

JB. 0 (r) e(u,,,) C. (4.6)

Here the constant C is independent of a. Hence from 44) we know e(u,,) C. for some

constant C. independent of a. Then the standaxd elliptic theory shows that, by passing a

subsequence, u converge uniformly over any compact sub-domain of M to a smooth map u

such that u is a solution of 1.1) on M.

Putting ul = Ua, U = 5 in 2.14), i.e. z = Q(u,,,(z), O(z)), and taking w(s) ln( -2

2.5), discussing like that in 2.18) 2.19), we have: when O(z) u(z),

IVO� 2 1 2
> Ow'(f2)dQ(a,(O) (D 0) + - O e(ui + O UJI I Vlp 12

40 2

2 2

+dQ(OGo,(O))
2

2
> - C2 11 O'(0) I I+ O E[w(fi)'(1 - f - 1]e(ui)

2

+-VE W"(fi _
2 i=1 2

where C2 is a positive constant. Using the fact that = 2w2, we have

2 A
e-'AelO -C2(jja(0)jj)+iPEj-

i=1 2f eui)

> -C2(11O'(O)1D (4.7)

since I - 2f E [ 41�' - , 1 by our assumption. Similarly, when O(z = u, (z), we also have5

e-'Aelo -2(jja(O)jj) (4.8)

By the assumption, and the definition in 2.14), one can check that < - (4v'5 - ).2 5

When the assumption is satisfied, we can find a non-negative function I E C�O, (M), such that

Z�Vl = -C31la(0)11 in M, where C = C2(4v'5 - 1)-2. By 4.2), the coincidence of uc, and on5

1992., and the maximum principle, we have

Cos P(U,,, 0) VI

on Q. Then,

Cos P(U, ) VI (4.9)

12



on M. So, the Hermitian harmonic map u which we have constructed must satisfy ( -

cos (p(u, 0))) E Co, (M)
A

The uniqueness of solution u with the mentioned properties can be proved by the same way as

that in 3]. Let i be an arbitrary Hermitian-harmonic map such that (1 - cos(p(u, 0))) E C (M)A
Using the inequality - cos(A + B) 4(1 - cos A + 1 - cos B) for any A, B E [0, 'I, we have4

cos(p(u, i)) 4f ( - os(p(u, 0))) + ( - os(jo(ii, 0)))} E Cot (4.10)

Hence for every > outside a sufficiently large ball B (zo, r) around an arbitrary zo E M we

have

1 Cos p(u, fi)) C. (4.11)

On the other hand, from formula 4.7) 4.8), we have

ZiO'(l - cos(p(u,,&))) 0, (4.12)

where we put ul = U, U2 = ii in 2.14). By the maximum principle, we have - cos(p(u, f)) 

1) -I on all of M for every > and hence - cos(p(u, fl) = 0. This implies u = fi.5

When the assumption 2 is satisfied, we can find a non-negative function V2 E LP'(M), such

that -C3110'(40)11 in M. Discussing like that in the above, we have

< I - COSP(U, ) < V2- (4.13)

So, the Hermitian-harmonic map u which we have constructed must satisfy ( - os(p(u, 0))) E

LP'(M). The property that u is homotopic to is obviously. 

Remark: The assumption I was introduced by runau and Ki�hnel in [], and they had

constructed some examples which satisfy the assumption 1. Next, with help of the following two

definitions, we want to discuss the assumption 2 on the holomorphic Laplace operator. We also

discuss the uniqueness of Hermitian-harmonic maps from complete Hermitian manifolds into

convex balls under some stronger conditions.

Definition 42. (Positive spectrum) Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, we say

the holomorphic Laplace operator Z has positive first eigenvalue if there exists a positive number

c such that for any compactly supported smooth function v one has

2(-Zv)v > C v (4.14)
fm - J

The supremum of these numbers will be denoted by Al(M).
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Definition 43. (L 2_Sobolev inequality) Let M be a m-dimensional(complex) complete

Hermitian manifold (m > ), we say the holomorphic Laplace operator satisfies L2 -Sobolev

inequality if there exists a constant S(M) such that for any compact supported smooth function

v one has

4m 2m�2

I (-Zv) > S(M)(i v2rn-2) 2m (4.15)

Lemma 44. Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, and the holomo7phic Laplace

operator has positive first eigenvalue T M). Then for a nonnegative continuous function 

the equation

Z = 0

has a nonnegative solution v E W,2,2- n C',,3(M) n LP(M) < < if E E LP(M) for some10C 10C
p 2.

Proof. We first solve the following Dirichlet problem on ([9]; Ch5, proposition .8)

Zv,, = -E), (4.16)
V.180 = .

Here 9 is a exhaustion of M. First, by the maximum principle, we know that v > . Now

multiplying vP-' on both-sides of the equation and integrating by parts we have that

lock E)vcr-1 = fna (-&.) - V.P-1

= (P-1) foo V.P-,Ivvl, - vg- 1 V, Vv.) (4.17)

On the other hand, using the assumption that T (M) > 0, we have

E
2 2Ai(M)f V.P f Zva)va

(P) 2 V.-21VV.12 _ P -1(V
2 fna 2 1�1. . Vv.). (4.18)

Adding 4.17) and 4.18), we have

Pf eV.-I>E(Pl)f VP-21VV.12+T
2 2 I (M) f Vp (4.19)

2

From the above inequality, using H61der inequality, we have

(f v.P) P < p (f ER PI
2 (M) (4.20)

Using the interior LP estimates for the linear elliptic equation ([2], Theorem 911) we know that,

over a compact sub-domain Q, there will be a uniform bound for IIV,,,IIW2,p(Q). Therefore, using

Rellich's compactness theorem, by passing to a subsequence we know that v will converge to

14



a solution v Ew2, (m nLP(M) on the manifold M. Since E) E L (M) for any q 2m, thenOc 10C
the regularity theory for linear elliptic PDE implies that v E W 2,2m (M) n C',, (M). 10C 10C

Replacing the Poincax6 inequality 4.14) by the Sobolev inequality 4.15), and the test func-
tions vg7l by v'_ I (where a = (M-1)p

of M-P in the proof of above lemma, we can prove the following

lemma.

Lemma 45. Let M be a m-dimensional (complex) complete Hermitian manifold, and the

holomorphic Laplace operator,71 satisfy the L2-Sobolev inequality 4.15). Then for a nonnegative

continuous function E) the equation

Zv = -E)

has a nonnegative solution u E W2,2- n C',,O(M) n Lq(M < < if f E LP(M) for some10C 10C
m > p 2 where q = MPM-P

The above two lemmas show that when the holomorphic Laplace operator has positive

first eigenvalue (or satisfies the L2 Sobolev inequality) then the condition 2 must be satisfied for

some positive numbers p, q.

Corollary 46 Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, N be a complete Riemannian

manifold with sectional curvature bounded above by a positive constant 1, and : M -- N be a

smooth map such that the image O(M) C BR(O). Here R < axccos 215 and BR(O) lies in the5
cut locus of 0. If the holomorphic Laplace operator Z� has positive first eigenvalue T(M), and

u(0 E LP(M) for some p 2 Then here exists a Hermitian harmonic map u:M -- N such

that u is homotopic to and (1 - cos(p(u, 0))) E LP(M). In particular, if the difference vector

fields V in 1-4) satisfies JIVIIL < o, then, in this class, the solution is unique.

Proof. The existence of Hermitian harmonic maps is a corollary of theorem 41 and lemma

4.4. Let an abitrary Hermitian harmonic map satisfying the properties which mentioned in

the assumption. By the formula 4.10), we have

1 Cos jo(u,,a) E LP (M). (4.21)

Using the formula 4.12), and discussing like that in [8] (pp. 346-347), we have

fm (1 Cos P(U, i)) < (4.22)

which implies the uniqueness. 
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Corollary 47 Let M be a m-dimensional (complex) complete Hermitian manifold, N be a

complete Riemannian manifold with sectional curvature bounded above by a positive constant ,

and : M - N be a smooth map such that the image O(M) c BR(O). Here R < axccos and5
2BR(O) lies in the cut locus of O. If the holomorphic Laplace operator A satisfy the L -Sobolev

inequality, and O E LP(M) for some p E 2 m). Then there exists a Hermitian harmonic

map u:M -* N such that u is homotopic to and (I - os(p(u, 0))) E L7(M), wher q = PM-P
In particularly if the difference vector fields V in 1-4) satisfies IIVIIL < o, then, in this

class, the solution is unique.

Proof. We only need to prove the uniqueness of the solution. First, we will use the above

L2_Sobolev inequality to deduce a mean-value inequality of functions v which satisfy

Z > O. (4.23)

Let < Si < 82 1, and E Co' (B (zo, 2r)) be the cut-off function

O(X) 1; x E B(zo, ( - J2)r)
0; E B(zo, 2r \ B(zo, ((I - I)r)

< (X) :5 and VOI: 252 Jj)-1r-1.

Let A > 2 multiply v A-10 on both sides of the formula 4.23) and integrate by parts. Then
A-1 f -202

IVV12VA
2 M(VVVO)VA-10

+ fm(v, VV)VA-102 > .

Using the Sobolev inequality that

(_,��VAO)VA > SM)( A
2 rn-1fm 2 2 Im ( ) ),m

we have

AOIVO + 1 f VAIV012 > SM)(f VA m 2m
IIVIIL- V m-1 n-1 M (4.24)

By the Schwaxz inequality, then

A(I+ < 41(82 M-I
fB(ZO,(1-62)r)V M JI)-2r-2 fB(zo,(i-J1)r) VA}I+ (4.25)

Using the Moser's iteration, we have the following mean-value inequality.

2m A) 
IIVIIL-(B(zolr)) < C5(r- V A. (4-26)

2 B(zor)

Here c5 is a constant depending only on A, S(M), and IIVIIL-(M)- Let,& an axbitrary Hermitian

haxmonic map satisfying the properties which mentioned in the assumption. As in corollary 46,

we have - cos p(u, fz) E Lq M). Then the formula 4.12) and the mean-value inequality imply

that - cos jo(u, ii) = 0. Hence u - ii. 
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